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Let p be a prime number, Qp the field of p-adic numbers, and fl an alge-

braic closure of Qp. In the present paper, we take a finite extension k of Qv

in ft as the ground field and study the structure of the Galois group G(Q/k)

of the extension Q./k. Let V he the ramification field of Q/k, i.e. the composite

of all finite tamely ramified extensions of k in Q, and let G(&/ V) and G( V/k)

denote the Galois groups of the extensions Q/F and V/k respectively. We

shall first determine the structure of the groups G(V/k) =G(£l/k)/G(ti/V),

and G(Q,/V) and show that the group extension G(Q/k)/G(Q/V) splits. Our

main result is, then, to describe explicitly the effect of inner automorphisms of

G(Q./k) on the factor group of G(Q/V) modulo its commutator subgroup, i.e.,

on the Galois group G(V'/V) of the maximal abelian extension V of V in ft.

This is, of course, not sufficient to determine the structure of the group

G(Sl/k) completely; to do that, we still have to find the effect of inner auto-

morphisms of G(ti/k) on the normal subgroup G(Q/V) itself. However, it

gives us some insight into the structure of G(il/k); and we hope it will help

somehow, in the future, in the study of the group G(ft/&) as well as in that of

the Galois groups of algebraic number fields.

An outline of the paper is as follows: in §1 we prove some group-theoretical

lemmas which will be used later. In §2 we study the behavior of the Galois

group of a certain type of finite tamely ramified Galois extension E oi k act-

ing on the multiplicative group of E. Using those results, we then prove in

§3 the properties of G(Sl/k) as mentioned above(1).

1. Group-theoretical preparations

1.1. Let q he a power of a prime number p: q = ps", /o=T- In sections 1.1

and 1.2, we shall denote by G a finite group of order n = ef generated by two

elements <r and r satisfying the relations

(1.1) o-f = 1,        re = 1, ctto-1 = T".

If such a group G exists, e and/satisfy the congruence relation

(1.2) 5/ = 1 mod e.

Hence, in particular, e must be an integer prime to p. Conversely, if e and /

are integers ^1 satisfying (1.2), there exists, up to isomorphisms, a unique

finite group G of order n =ef as described above.
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0) For the structure of Galois groups of p-extensions of k, cf. [5; 8].
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Let G be such a finite group of order n =ef. We denote by GF(qf) the finite

field with qf elements and by 77 a primitive eth root of unity in GF(qf). Accord-

ing to (1.2), the field GF(qf) certainly contains such an -n. For any integer i,

we then make the additive group of GF(qf) a G-module A i by putting

<ra = a",       ra = ^a

for any a in GF(qf). Obviously Ai is a G-module with dimension ff0 over the

prime field GF(p) of GF(qf), and we denote by Ai the G-module over the

algebraic closure Q,p of GF(p) obtained from Ai by extending the scalar field

GF(p) to 0„. ii/-then contains an Op-basis aj indexed by residue classes j

mod ff0, such that

o-aj = o,_/o,        raj = •7,p <*,-()•

In the following, we shall denote by RP and Rp the group rings of G over

the fields GF(p) and 0P respectively. We make Rp and Rp into (left) G-mod-

ules in an obvious way. We then prove the following

Lemma 1. Let e0 and s be integers ^1 such that eea = (p — l)s and let

ii<it< • • • <ir (r=ee0) be all the integers i such that l^i^sp, (i, p)=l.

Let, furthermore, Mbe a G-module over GF(p) containing a sequence of G-invari-

ant submodules

M = M0DM1D ••• DMr= {o},

such that M1-1/M1 is isomorphic with At, as defined above (1 = 1, • • • ,r). Then,

M is isomorphic with the direct sum of eofo copies of the G-module Rp.

Proof. Let M', Ml denote the G-modules over Op which are obtained

from M, Mi by extending the scalar field GF(p) to 0P. We have again a

sequence of G-modules

M' = Mo' D M{ D ■ ■ ■ D Mi = [o\,

and M{-i/M{ is isomorphic with A\x. For j = 0, 1, • • • ,/0—1, let a,-,i denote

elements of M/_i such that the residue class of a,-,i mod M{ is mapped to

a'j in A'tl by the above isomorphism. Since the order e of the normal subgroup

N of G generated by t is prime to p, M' is completely reducible as an A7-mod-

ule; and we may choose a,\i so that

-ra,;i = t,ip aj,i

with i=it. For any integer j with j = jo+tfo, 0^jo<fo, we then put

fl/.J = o^'ff/o.J-

aj,i then depends only upon the residue class of j mod ff0 and those ay,j,

(») Cf. Deuring [2, p. 38].
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OSj<ffo, represent a basis of Ml-i/Ml over ftp. From the definition, it also

follows easily that

em,,; = a,_/o,;,        raj.i = nip'aj,i

with i = ii.

Now, the rffo elements aiti, thus obtained for Ogj<ffo, 1 =l1kr, obviously

form an ftp-basis of M'. They are all characteristic elements for the operator

t; and the corresponding characteristic values are given by rj', where / runs

over the residue classes ip' mod e with lgigsp, (i, p) — l, and 0 5Jj°<//0.

However, since sp = s+eeo and pff* = l mod e, we have

{if mod e; 1 g i g sp, 0 g j < ff0}(3)

= [ip'mode; 1 ^ i ^ s, j} W {ip'mode; 1 g i g ee0, j},

{ip'mod e; 1 ^ i ^ sp, i\ p, 0 ^ j < ffo}

= {ip*1 mod e;l|iSs,0 5j< //„}

=  {»>'mod e;l ^ i g: s,0 ^ j < ff0}.

It follows that

{ip' mod e; 1 g t g sp, (t, p) = I, 0 g j < ff0}

= {ip'mod e; 1 ^ i g ee0, 0 ^ j < ff0}

= e0fof times the complete residue classes mod e.

Therefore, every r\l (0^f<e) appears exactly eofof times as a characteristic

value of r belonging to some aj,t. On the other hand, the operator a permutes

the a,,i among themselves in eeofo cycles of length/; and if the characteristic

value of t belonging to ay,; is r\t, that of r for a~1aj,i is given by n'". It then

follows immediately that, as a G-module over ftp, M' is isomorphic with the

direct sum of eofo copies of Rp .

Now, let eafoXRP and eofoXRP denote the direct sums of e0fo copies of

Rp and Rp respectively. M and eofoXRP are both G-modules over GF(p) and

their scalar extensions M' and eofoXRP are proved to be isomorphic. Therefore

M and eof0XRP are also isomorphic as G-modules over GF(p), q.e.d.

1.2. Let G be a finite group as considered in 1.1. G is, namely, a group

of order n = ef generated by two elements <r and r satisfying the relations (1.1)

with a prime power q=pJ", /o^l. In the following, we shall further assume

that / is divisible by p, and even by 4 if p = 2.

Let Op denote the ring of p-adic integers and R the group ring of G with

coefficients in 0P. We consider an i?-module L with the following properties:

(i) as an Op-module, L is the direct sum of a finite cyclic Op-module IF

(3) In these formulae, the residue classes mod e in the brackets are to be counted with

multiplicities as i and j run over the domains as indicated.
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generated by an element w of order p', k^ 1, and mn copies of the module 0P

for some integer m = 1:

L = W + 0P + ■ ■ ■ + Op,

W =0pw,       p'w = 0,        p"-1™ ^ 0, k ^ 1.

W is obviously invariant under G so that we have

(1.3) aw = gxw,        tw = g2w

with suitable integers gx, g2, which are uniquely determined mod p*.

(ii) let f=f'p and ai=af'. Then, axw = w, and L contains an element z

such that aiz — z+wi, where wx is an element of order p in W, e.g., p'~xw.

(iii) the residue class module L oi L mod pL is obviously an (mn + 1)-

dimensional G-module over the finite field GF(p); and as such, it is the direct

sum of m copies of the group ring Rp of G over GF(p) and a one-dimensional

module L0 over GF(p) such that

(1.4) era = gid,        rd = g2d

for any a in Z,0-

We shall now study the structure of such an i?-module L. For any element

c in L, let c denote the residue class of c mod pL. By (iii), we can choose

elements Co, Ci, • • • , cm in L so that c"o is a basis of Lo and that £q and pc,-

(pdG, i = i, ■ ■ ■ , m) together form a basis of L over GF(p). We put

L' = Rci-\-h 7?cm.

L/L' is then a cyclic Op-module generated by the residue class of Co mod L';

and hence, it is either finite cyclic or isomorphic with Op.

We first assume that L/L' is isomorphic with Op and put

<rCo = ftc<i,        rco = f2Co mod L',

with suitable ft, ft in Op. By the assumption, ft and ft are uniquely deter-

mined by the above congruences; and, as <r/=l, t'=1, we must have fi = l

and fS = l. Since ft and ft are thus roots of unity in Op, we have ri~1=f2-1 = l;

and it also follows from (1.4) that

(1-5) ft ss fi,        ft 53 g2 mod pOp.

Let, then, mXR denote the direct sum of m copies of the group ring R

considered as a G-module over 0P; and let <j> be the i?-homomorphism of

mXR onto L' defined by

q>(ai, • • • , am) = «iCi + • • • + amcm, at d R-

We denote by K the kernel of <l>. As L/L'^0P by the assumption, the finite

module W is contained in L' and it follows from (i) that L' is, as an Op-
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module, the direct sum of IF and mn — 1 copies of the module 0p. Therefore,

there is an element x in mXR such that both <p(x) =w and K = Opp'x hold.

Since K is clearly G-invariant, we see, as we have done for L/L', that

o-p'x = ft' p'x,       rp'x = Xip'x

with suitable roots of unity ft', ft' in Op. It then follows that ax = \[x,

rx = {2x and, consequently, that

aw = fi w,       tw = ft' w.

We then have, by (1.3) and (1.5), that ft' =-ft, ft' =ft mod pOp; and, as the

f's are roots of unity in 0P, we get ft' =ft, ft' =ft. Let p be an element in the

center of R defined by

M-EErrYrVrV).
i_o j.o

Since ax=%ix and tx=%2x, it is easy to see that there is an element y of the

formy = (tti, ■ ■ • , um), UidOp, in mXR, satisfying x=py. On the other hand,

as cf>(x)=w, there is no element y' in mXR such that y=py', and, hence,

some Ui is not divisible by p. Therefore, replacing Ci, ■ • • , cn by their suitable

linear combinations with coefficients in 0P and changing the mapping <j>

accordingly, we can make

y = (1, 0, • • • , 0),        x - (m, 0, • • • , 0).

In other words, we may assume that the generators cit ■ ■ ■ , cm oi L' have a

unique fundamental relation

p'p.ci = 0.

We now put

el = Ci + fic0, ci = d, for i = 0, 2, • • • , m,

L" = Rel + ■■• + RcJi.

Using the above and

ap.Co = ftp.Co,        Tpc0 = ftpco,        p-Co 53 nco mod L',

we can see easily that c{ , • • • , c'm are linearly independent over R. Hence w

is not contained in L" and L/L" is a finite cyclic Op-module. We have thus

proved that we may always assume L/L' is a finite cyclic Op-module, for

otherwise, we can take c0', c{, ■ ■ ■ , c'm and L" instead of the original

Co, ci, ■ ■ • , cm and L'.

We, now, therefore assume that L/L' is a finite cyclic Op-module of order,

(4) To see that ^ is contained in the center of R, notice fj=fn J,=f»- /• is. UP to a scalar, the

unique element in R which takes the factors fi, f2 when multiplied by a and r respectively.
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say, pl, 1^0. It then follows immediately from (i) that 7/ contains mn linearly

independent elements over 0P, and hence that 7/ is isomorphic with mXR

by the mapping <p as defined above. In particular, 7/ contains no element of

finite order except 0 and WC\L' = {0}. Wis therefore mapped isomorphically

into L/L' by the canonical homomorphism of L onto L/L'; and we see that

the order of L/L' is not less than the order of IF, i.e., that I^k. Suppose that

1 = k. L is then the direct sum of W and L'; and, for the element z in (ii)

above, we may put z=rw+bi with some integer r and some bi in L'. It then

follows from (ii) that Wi = (<ri — l)z = r(o"i — i)w+(<Ji — l)bi = (<Ji — l)b\. But, as

(ai — l)bi is an element in L', this contradicts the fact that WC\L' = {o}. We

must have therefore

(1.6) I^k+1.

Now, as L/L' is a cyclic module of order pl, there exists an integer g such

that <ra=ga mod 7/ for any element a in L. Since <rf = l, we obviously have

g/=-l mod pl. It follows, in particular, that g'=l mod p; and as f=f'p,

gf' = l mod p also holds. If p = 2,f is an even integer by the assumption; and

we have also gf' = 1 mod 4. Therefore, if g/— 1 were divisible by pt+1, we would

have gf' = l mod pl and

da = a!'a = gf'a = a mod 7/

for any a in L. Applying this to a =z, we see that wx = (cri — l)z is in L'.which

is again a contradiction. We obtain therefore

(1.7) g> = 1 mod pl,       gt j£ 1 mod pl+1.

We next take an element a& in L which generates L mod L' and satisfies

pl~'ao =w mod L'. As p'w = 0, p'al is contained in p'L', and so is (gf— l)a&.

Put (a — g)a0' =b. b is then an element in L' such that

(1-8) ( £ «V-«-») b = W - gt)ai = (1 - gt)ao' <= ?"£'.

Since, however, L'/p'L' is (as a G-module) isomorphic with the direct sum

of m copies of the group ring of G over Op/p*Op, it follows from (1.8) that

there is an element b' in 7/ satisfying

b = (a — g)b' mod p'L'.

Replacing a0' by cf0' —b', ii necessary, we may therefore assume that

(1.9) (<r - g)ai = 0 mod p'L'.

We now consider the action of t on L/L'. Just as for a, there is an integer

g' such that ra=g'a mod 7/ for any a in L. Since r<! = l, g'e=.l mod p'; and

as (e, p)=l, it follows immediately that g' = f mod p'Op with some root of

unity f in 0„. For any a in 7,, we have then ra=^a mod L'; and using IFnT/
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= {0}, we see in particular that

(1.10) tw = fw.

Clearly, the root of unity f is uniquely determined by the above equality.

Using such ft we define an element X in the center of R by

(i.n) x = -Er'»(«).
e j-o

It then follows that \a0' =a0' mod L', and hence we may replace ai by Xa0'

and denote it again by a0'. For the new ai, (1.9) still holds; and furthermore

we have also

(1.12) \a0' = ai,        (r - fta„' = 0.

Using (1.9), we put (<r — g)ai =p"c" with c" in L'. It then follows that

(1.13) (*-g)a{ =P'c'

with c' =\c", which is also an element in V satisfying

Ac' = c'.

We may hence put

m

C'   =   Y ai^Ci<
i-1

where the ai (i = l, ■ ■ , m) are linear combinations of <r' with coefficients

in Op, i.e., elements of the group ring R,, over Op, of the cyclic group gener-

ated by a. We put

at = Ui+ (a - g)pit Ui d Op, pi d R„

for i = l, ■ ■ ■ , m, and also

»i m

a0 = ai — p'Y /3.Xc,-, c = Y uihci.
i-i .--i

We have then

(1.14) Xtzo = ao,        (a — g)aa = p'c,        (t - f)a0 = 0-

We shall next show that some u{ is not contained in pOp. Suppose, on the

contrary, that all Ui are in pOp. We have then

(a - g)a0 = p^di

with some di in V. Multiplying both sides of the above by Y'-l g'o"/_<_1.

we get

(6) Cf. footnote (4).
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(1 - gf)ao = P'+1d2, d2 C L'.

Using (1.6), (1.7), put

dz = (1 - g^p-'^ao - d2.

We have then p'+ld3 = 0. But, as 1— gf is not divisible by pl+1, the order of

dz mod 7/ is exactly p"+1. Hence the order of d3 itself must be also p'+l, and

this contradicts the assumption (i). Therefore, some w», say U\, is not con-

tained in pOp.

Finally, we then put

m

ai = £ Uid, aj = ch j = 2, • ■ • , m.
i—l

Since Ui is a unit in 0P, we have

If = Rai + Ra2+ ■ ■ • + Ram;

and as a0 generates L mod L', a0, a%, ■ • ■ , am obviously generate L over R.

Furthermore, we also get from (1.12), (1.13), and (1.14) that

(1.15) (a - g)a0 = p'\ai,        (r - f)a0 = 0.

From the definition of g, it follows that crw = giw=gw mod L'. But, as WC\L'

= {o}, we have giw = gw, aw = gw. Now, take any rational integer g* =g+sp'

which is congruent to g mod p*. a0, cfi — sa0, a2, ■ ■ ■ , am is then clearly another

system of generators of L over R and (1.15) holds for a0, ai — sao, and g*

instead of a0, a\, and g. Hence, by such a substitution, we can let g take any

given integer value satisfying aw = gw. We have therefore proved the follow-

ing lemma:

Lemma 2. Let L be an R-module having the properties (i), (ii), (iii) as given

at the beginning of this section. Then, L has a system of m + 1 generators

ffl0, o,\, ■ • ■ , am over R such that

(a - g)aa = pK\ah (r - f)<x0 = 0,

where £ and\ are given &y (1.10) cm<2 (1.11), and g is a rational integer satisfying

aw = gw which can otherwise be arbitrarily given beforehand.

We shall next prove the following

Lemma 3. Let aa, ai, • ■ ■ , ambe a system of generators of L over R as given

in the previous lemma. Then ct0 and pai (pCG, i = l, ■ ■ ■ , m) form a system of

generators of L over the ring Ov, and every 0P-linear relation among a0 and the

pai is a consequence of the following fundamental relation:

J   /-l   e-l

(1.16) (gf - l)o« + p' — £ £ g^'af-'-h'-'ai = 0.
i=0   )'—0
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Proof. The first half of the lemma is trivial. Let L* denote the free Op-

module which is the direct sum of 0P and m copies of the group ring R,

and let \p be the Op-homomorphism of L* onto L defined by

}p(u, ax, • • • , am) = ua0 + V atai, u d Op, a,- d R-
i—1

Using the property (i) of L, we can then choose a basis b0, bx, • • • , bmn of L*

over Op such that the kernel of \p is given by Opp'b0. Now, multiplying both

sides of (a — g)a0=p'\ax by 2~^i-o g*<r/_i_1, we get immediately the relation

(1.16). Therefore, if we put

o = (y - Dp-', Y «v-*-»x, o, • • •, oY

p'b is contained in the kernel Opp'ba; and we get

b = Uobo

with some w0 in Op. However, b is obviously not contained in pL*. w0 is hence

a unit in Op and the kernel of \p is also equal to Opp'b. The lemma is therefore

proved.

It follows immediately from Lemma 3 that all the i?-linear relations

among the generators a0, ax, ■ ■ ■ , am are consequences of the fundamental

relations (1.15) and, hence, that the i?-module L is, up to isomorphisms,

uniquely determined by the properties (i), (ii), (iii) given above.

1.3. We shall next prove a lemma on a certain type of totally discon-

nected compact groups.

Let J be an arbitrary group. Let {Afj} be the family of all normal sub-

groups of J such that the indices [/:/Ys] are finite, and let J0 be the inter-

section of all such Ns's. We can make the factor group J' = J/J0 a totally

bounded topological group by taking the family of subgroups {Nt/Jo} as a sys-

tem of neighborhoods of'1 in /'. The completion of /' then gives us a totally

disconnected compact group J which we shall call the total completion of J.

Instead of the family {iVj} of all normal subgroups of J with finite

indices, we can also start with suitable subfamilies of {Nt} and get various

totally disconnected compact groups in a similar way. In particular, taking

the family of all normal subgroups Nf of /such that the indices [J:Ni ] are

finite and not divisible by a given prime number p, we get a compact group

pJ which we shall call the p-complementary completion of /. The p-comple-

tion Jp of / can be obtained similarly considering those normal subgroups

Ni' of J whose indices in / are powers of p.

Now, let G be a totally disconnected compact group and let there be a

homomorphism <b ol J into G such that the image <b(J) oi J is everywhere

dense in G. The group J0 above is then contained in the kernel of <f> so that <p
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induces a homomorphism <f>' of J' into G and <j>' can be uniquely extended

to a continuous homomorphism \p of J onto G. In that sense, / may be called

the universal group in the family of totally disconnected compact groups G

having everywhere dense homomorphic images of the group J; and it is, up

to isomorphisms, uniquely characterized by that property. We can also give

similar characterizations for PJ and Jp.

We now consider the special case where the group J is generated by two

elements a and 8 satisfying the unique relation

aBor1 = 8",

where q is, as before, a power p?" of a prime number p. We shall denote by Y

the total completion of such /, and by cr and r the elements of Y which are

the images of a and 8 by the canonical homomorphism of J onto J'. We have

then obviously

era-1 = t*.

Let r0 be the closure of the cyclic subgroup of Y generated by t. Y0 is then a

closed normal subgroup of Y; and r/r0 and r0 are isomorphic with the total

and p-complementary completions of an infinite cyclic group, respectively.

It is also easy to see that Y is an inverse limit of the type of finite groups as

considered in 1.1 and 1.2.

Lemma 4. Let G be a totally disconnected compact group and N a closed

normal subgroup of G such that G/N = Y. If, furthermore, N is an inverse limit

of finite p-groups, then the group extension G/N splits, i.e. there exists a closed

subgroup H in G such that G=HN, Hr^N=l.

For the proof, we first notice the following: let Gi and G2 he both totally

disconnected compact groups. We say that Gi and G2 are relatively prime if

the index [Gi: A^i ] of any open normal subgroup Ni in Gi is always prime to

the index [G2:N2] of any open normal subgroup N2 in G2. We can then prove

the following

Lemma 5. Let G be a totally disconnected compact group and N a closed nor-

mal subgroup of G such that G/N and N are relatively prime. Then the group

extension G/N splits, i.e., there is a closed subgroup H in G such that G = HN,

HH\N=1. If, furthermore, either G/N or N is solvable, then any two such

closed subgroups Hi, 772 satisfying G = HiN, Hif\N=l (i = l, 2) are conjugate

in G.

It is known that Lemma 5 holds if G is a finite group and the proof for the

general case can be easily reduced to that special case. We, therefore, omit

the details here(8).

(6) For the proof of the lemma for a finite group G, cf. [9, p. 126]. To prove the existence

of H in the compact case, take a minimal closed subgroup H such that G=HN.
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Now, Lemma 4 can be proved as follows; let G' be the closed normal sub-

group of G containing N such that G'/N = T0. Since r0 is isomorphic with the

p-complementary completion of an infinite cyclic group and N is an inverse

limit of p-groups, G'/N and N are relatively prime. Hence, by Lemma 5,

there is a closed subgroup Hx of G' such that G' = HXN, HxC\N=l. Let a

be an element of G such that the coset a'=aG' generates an everywhere

dense cyclic subgroup of G/G'. H2 = aHxa~1 then also satisfies G'=H2N,

H2C\N= 1; and by Lemma 5, there is an element b in G' such that Hx=bH2b~1.

Let C denote the closure of the cyclic group generated by ax=ba. As G/G'

is the total completion of the infinite cyclic group generated by a'=axG', it

is easy to see that G=CG', C(~\G'= 1. Since axHxaxx = Hx, H=CHX is then a

closed subgroup of G such that G = HN, HC\N=1.

2. Finite tamely ramified extensions

2.1. Let p be a prime number, Qp the field of p-adic numbers, and 0 an

algebraic closure of Qp. All the fields we shall consider in the following are

extensions of Qp contained in 0.

We take such a finite extension k of Qp in 0 as our ground field and denote

by m, ea, and /0 the degree, the ramification, and the residue class degree of

the extension k/Qp respectively. We have then m=eofo- Let £ be a finite

extension of k in 0 and let F be the inertia field of E/k. We denote the degree,

the ramification, and the residue class degree of E/k by n, e, and /, respec-

tively. We have then clearly e=[E:F], f=[F:k], and n=ef=[E:k]. We
assume that the extension E/k is tamely ramified, i.e., that e is prime to p.

Furthermore, we also assume that E/k is a Galois extension and denote by

G and N the Galois groups of E/k and E/F respectively. N is then a normal

subgroup of G, and G/N and N are both cyclic. We say that the tamely

ramified Galois extension E/k splits if the group extension G/N splits. It is

easy to see that E/k splits if and only if E contains a prime element ir such

that ir" is a prime element of k. In fact, suppose that E contains such an

element tt. Since the residue class degree of the extension E/Qp is ffo, E con-

tains a root of unity £ of order pf/o — 1; and we have

F = *({),        E = *({, ,).

Put F' = k(ir) and denote by a the Frobenius automorphism of the unramified

extension E/F'. li we then take any generator r of N, the group G is generated

by a and r; and we have

£' = £«, T° = TT,

(2.1)
? - S, tt = yr,

where q=pf<> is the number of elements in the residue class field of k and y

is a suitable eth root of unity in E. It follows immediately that

af =1,        t' = 1,        ara-1 = rq.
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Therefore, the group extension G/N splits and G is the type of group we con-

sidered in 1.1. We can also see easily that if, conversely, E/k splits, then E

contains a prime element ir such that ir* is in k.

2.2. Let E/k he a splitting tamely ramified finite Galois extension of k as

considered in 2.1 and let F, £, x, <r, t etc. be the same as given there. We also

denote by p' (k^O) the highest power of p dividing the order of any root of

unity in £ and by w a primitive p"th root of unity in E. In the following,

we shall assume that k^I, i.e., that E contains at least a primitive pth root

of unity, and also that the degree of the extension E/k(w) is divisible by p,

and even by 4 if p = 2.

We shall now study the action of the Galois group G of E/k operating on

the multiplicative group E* of E. For any positive integer i, let Ui denote

the G-invariant subgroup of E* consisting of all units a in £ such that a = l

mod w\ We have then obviously the following direct product decomposition:

(2.2) E* = {*} X U} X Ui,

where {ir} denotes the infinite cyclic group generated by ir and {%} the finite

cyclic group of order qf— 1 generated by £. Since the action of G on the first

two direct factors is given by (2.1), we simply have to study the behavior of

G acting on the group U\.

Let Op and R denote, as in 1.2, the ring of p-adic integers and the group

ring of G with coefficients in Op respectively, and let u he any element in 0V.

For any a in Ui, the element au in Ui is defined as usual; and as (au)p = (a")u

for any p in G, we can consider the group ring R as an operator domain of the

abelian group Ui in an obvious way. We shall next show that the group Ui

with the operator domain R has the properties (i), (ii), (iii) of 1.2, though Ui

here is a multiplicative group and those conditions have to be modified ac-

cordingly.

It is well-known that (i) holds for Ui with m=[k:Qp] and with the

primitive p'th root of unity w. We put here

Iff = id"1,        wT = W1.

By the assumption, [£:&(w/)] is divisible by p. On the other hand, as

k(w)/k is a Galois extension, \k(ir, w):k(w)] divides e= [k(ir):k] and, hence,

is prime to p. \E:k(Tv, w)] is therefore also divisible by p and k(ir, w) is con-

tained in the fixed field of o"i =cr/' where f=f'p. We have then w°* = w, and the

existence of an element z in Ui satisfying z"i =zwi with a primitive pth root of

unity Wi also follows immediately from the fact that £ is a cyclic unramified

extension of degree p over the fixed field of cri containing primitive pth roots

of unity. The second property (ii) is hence verified for U\.

To show, finally, that (iii) also holds for Ui, we first consider the action

of a and r on the factor group Ui/U^i. By the definition of Ui, every element

a in Ui satisfies a congruence relation of the form
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a = 1 + for' mod wi+1

with some integer b in E; and the residue class b' of b mod tr is uniquely

determined by a. The mapping b' =<p(a) of Ui into the residue class field

GF(qf) oi E then induces an isomorphism of Ui/ Ui+i onto the additive group

of GF(qf), and it follows from (2.1) that the same isomorphism gives an

isomorphism of the G-group Ui/Ui+i onto the G-module Ai as defined in 1.1.

Put F,= UiUx for t=:l. We then get a sequence of G-invariant subgroups

Ui = Vi 2 Vt 2 F, 2 • • '• ,

concerning which we know the following results(7):

(1) let eeo = (p — l)s. s is then an integer; and if i>sp, Vi= Uf.

(2) let Wi be a primitive pth root of unity in E. Since sp=ee0+s=eeo

+ee0/(p — 1), p(l—Wi) is exactly divisible by ir*v. Hence, for any a in U,p, we

have

0=1- bp(l — wx) mod ir,p+1

with some integer b in E; and a mapping b' =<p(a) is defined much as before.

It can be then proved that a is in U,pC\Ul if and only if <b(a) is in the sub-

group D of the additive group of the residue class field GF(qf) formed by the

elements a'p — a', a'dGF(qf), and that <f> induces an isomorphism of

F,p/T,p+, = V.p/Ui

onto the factor group of GF(q') mod D. Take an integer bo of E such that the

residue class of bo mod ir is not in D and put

a0 = 1 — 6op(l — wi).

It then follows from the above that V,p/ Uf is a cyclic group of order p gener-

ated by the coset a0Ui. Now, since w" = w\l, we have

1 — w'i = 1 — wV 53 gi(l — wj) s g*(l — wx) mod tt**1.

It then follows that

al = 1 — &o?(l — wx) s 1 — £i&oP(l — wi) mod ir«p+1;

and as the residue classes of (gi&o)* and gib0 are congruent mod D, we obtain

ao — Oo mod Ui.

Similarly, we also have

Oo =" Oo'mod Ui.

(3) let i be an integer such that 1 =i^5p. If p divides i, then F,= Vi+u

(') Cf. [3, §15].
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On the other hand, if i is prime to p, F,/F,+i is isomorphic with Ui/Ui+i,

both being considered as G-groups. Therefore, by the remark mentioned

above, the G-group F,/F,+i is isomorphic with Ai oi 1.1.

Now, let ii <i2 < • ■ • <ir be all the integers i such that 1 gigsp, (i, p)=l

and put

VU = VijV.p, i = 1, • • • , r,

V'r=l.

It follows from (3) that the sequence of the G-invariant subgroups

Vi DVO---D V'T = 1

satisfies the assumption of Lemma 1; and by that lemma, we see immedi-

ately that as a G-group, F0' = Ui/Vtp is isomorphic with the direct sum of

m = eofo copies of the group ring Rp of G over the finite field GF(p). On the

other hand, we also know by (2) that Vtp/Ui is a cyclic group of order p

satisfying (1.4). It then follows easily that the G-group Ui/U" has the struc-

ture as given in (iii).

We have thus verified that the group t7i with the operator domain R has

all the properties (i), (ii), (iii) in 1.2. Therefore, applying Lemmas 2, 3, we

can immediately obtain the following theorem;

Theorem 1. Let k be a finite extension of degree m over the field of p-adic

numbers Qv and E = k(£, ir) a splitting tamely ramified Galois extension of

degree n=ef over k whose Galois group G is generated by a and t satisfying (2.1).

Let p' denote the highest power of p dividing the order of any root of unity in £

and w a primitive p'th root of unity in E. Assume that k^ 1 and that [E:k(w) ]

is divisible by p, and even by 4 if p =2. Then, the multiplicative group Ui consist-

ing of all units a in E with a = l mod ir contains a set of elements a0, a%, • • ■ ,am

such that

(1) every element a in Ui can be written in the form

u   ori am

a = oo<fi   ■ • • am ,

where u is an element in the ring of p-adic integers Op and ai are elements of the

group ring R of G with coefficients in Op,

(2) o0     = «i ,        a0    = 1,

where g is a given rational integer satisfying W = w°, f is a root of unity in Op

uniquely determined by W = wi, and X is an element in the center of R, defined by

1  e~1

x = - £ r'V,
e ,_o
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(3) a =floa"1 • • • «mm is 1 if and only if «j = 0 for i>l and

I   !-l «-l

u = v(g/ - 1), ai = Vp'~YY j'f'V-'-'r1-'
e ,_o ,=o

wii/f some v in Op.

By (2.1), (2.2), and Theorem 1, the action of G on the multiplicative

group E* of E is completely determined. Here we have made certain assump-

tions on E/k. However, as every finite tamely ramified Galois extension E'

of k can be imbedded in an extension E/k satisfying those conditions, we can

also see, using the above results, the behavior of the Galois group of E'/k

acting on the multiplicative group of such E'. But we omit here the details(8).

3. The Galois group of Q/fe

3.1. Let k be, as in §2, a finite extension of degree m over the field of

p-adic numbers Qp and 0 an algebraic closure of Qp containing k. We denote

by V the composite of all finite tamely ramified extensions of k contained in

0 and call it the ramification field of £l/k. Obviously, V contains the composite

of all finite unramified extensions of k in 0, i.e., the inertia field T of the ex-

tension 0/fe. Let g = p/» be, as before,.the number of elements in the residue

class field of k and 7Ti a prime element of k which we shall fix in the following.

For any positive integer e prime to p, we choose a primtive eth root of unity

£<, and an eth root ire of 7Ti in 0 so that if e = exet, then

(3.1) £„2 = %,,        v., = Te.

We put, for any integer/^ 1,

E, = *(€., «•.),        F, = *({.),

where e = e/ = qf—l. Ef/k is then a splitting tamely ramified Galois extension

of degree ef as considered in §2 and F/ is the inertia field of Ef/k. As V and T

are also the composites of all Es and Fs (/^ 1) respectively, V is obtained by

adjoining all £<, and 7re to k and T is obtained by adjoining all £e to k.

V is obviously an infinite Galois extension of k and we denote by G( V/k)

the Galois group of V/k. G( V/k) is then a totally disconnected compact group

in Krull's topology; and as T/k is also a Galois extension, the Galois group

G(V/T) of V/T is a closed normal subgroup of G(V/k). It is now clear from

(3.1) that G(V/k) contains automorphisms a' and r' such that

a' q o'

£e    =   £e, ""<s    =  T«,

(3.2)
£«    —   £«, T«    —   i-eTTe-

(8) More general, but less explicit results on the action of the Galois group on the multipli-

cative group of a local field are given in [6; 7].
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o~' and t', then, generate an everywhere dense subgroup of G(V/k) and t'

generates an everywhere dense subgroup of G( V/T). It also follows from (3.2)

that

o-'r'a'-1 = r'q.

Therefore, if we denote by J, as in 1.3, the group generated by a, 8 satisfying

the relation aBa-1 =8", and by Y the total completion of /, there is a con-

tinuous homomorphism ip of Y onto G(V/k) such that ^(<r)=cr', ^(t)=t',

a and r being the elements of Y corresponding to a and Bin J respectively.

Since G(V/k) contains, for each /Ssl, an open normal subgroup G(V/Ef) of

index ef, we can see immediately that \p is an isomorphism of Y onto G( V/k).

3.2. We shall next consider the structure of the ramification group of

0,/k, i.e., the structure of the Galois group G(ft/F) of the extension ft/F.

Let K be an arbitrary finite Galois extension of k and £ the ramification field

of the extension K/k, i.e. E = KH\V. It is well-known that the Galois group

G(K/E) of K/E is a p-group, and it follows immediately that G(ft/ V) is an

inverse limit of finite p-groups. Let F* denote the multiplicative group of F

and V*p the subgroup of V* consisting of pth powers of elements in V*. Using

the fact that F* is the union of the multiplicative groups of Es (/^l), it is

easy to see that V*/V*p is an infinite group. On the other hand, given any

integer/S: 1, V contains the field F/ which is an extension of degree/ over k.

Hence, by local class field theory, every Galois 2-cocycle over the field F

splits(9). As G(ft/ V) is obviously a separable topological group, it follows from

a result in [4] that the ramification group G(ft/F) is the p-completion of a

free group with a countable number of free generators. Using, then, the fact

that G(ft/fc)/G(ft/F) is isomorphic with G(V/k)^Y, we can see also by

Lemma 4 that the group extension G(ft/£)/G(ft/F) splits. We thus have the

following

Theorem 2. Let k be a finite extension of the field of p-adic numbers Qp and

ft an algebraic closure of Qp containing k. Furthermore, let T and V be the inertia

field and the ramification field of the extension Sl/k, respectively. Then:

(i) the Galois group G(V/k) of the extension V/k is isomorphic with the

total completion Y of a group J generated by two elements a, 8 satisfying a unique

relation aBa~x =8", where q is the number of elements in the residue class field

of k; if a and t denote the elements of Y corresponding to a and 8 in J respectively,

there exists an isomorphism \p of Y onto G(V/k) such that yp(a) induces the

Frobenius automorphism of T/k and such that \j/(r) generates an everywhere

dense subgroup of G(V/T), the Galois group of V/T,

(ii) the ramification group G(ft/F), i.e., the Galois group of the extension

ft/ F, is isomorphic with the p-completion of a free group with a countable number

of free generators,

(*) For the results in local class field theory used here and in the following, cf. [l].
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(iii) G(Sl/V) is a closed normal subgroup of the Galois group G(Sl/k) of

Q/k and the group extension G(Q/k)/G(Q/V) splits, i.e., there is a closed sub-

group H of G(Q/k) such that G(Q/k) =HG(Q/V), HC\G(Q/V) = 1.

Now, Theorem 2 being proved, the structure of the Galois group G(£l/k)

can be determined completely, if we know the automorphisms <bb(a) =bab~x

of the normal subgroup G(Q/V) defined by elements b in H. However, the

determination of those automorphisms <£& seems to be a different problem and,

in the following, we shall only describe explicitly the effect of the auto-

morphisms <bh on the factor commutator group of G(Q,/V), i.e., on the Galois

group G( V/ V) of the maximal abelian extension V of V in Q.

3.3. We shall now denote by G and N the Galois groups of V'/k and

V/ V respectively. G is again a totally disconnected compact group and N a

closed abelian normal subgroup of G. The factor group G/N is then canoni-

cally isomorphic with the Galois group G( V/k) and hence also with the group

T as given in Theorem 2. For simplicity, we put G/N = G(V/k) =T and denote

by a and r the elements of T which, when considered as Galois automorphisms

of V/k, are the same as a' and r' in (3.2) respectively. We put, namely,

a q v

£« = S«, tr, = ir„

(3.3)

where £, and ir, are elements of V as given in 3.1. Tbe group T = G/N then

operates on the abelian group N in a natural way and our problem now is to

determine the structure of the T-group N.

Let Ef/k be the tamely ramified extension of degree ef(e = qf— 1) as defined

in 3.1, and let G/ denote the Galois group of V'/Ef. We also denote by G/

the topological commutator group of Gs and put Nf = Nf~\G/. Gf/Gf is then

clearly the Galois group of the maximal abelian extension Kf of Ef in 0; and

7VG/ /GJ is the ramification group of Kf/Ef, for it corresponds to the ramifica-

tion field VC\Kf of the extension Kf/Ef. Therefore, if we denote by Ux(Ef) the

group of all units a in £/ such that a = l mod ir,, the norm residue mapping

of Ef gives, by local class field theory, a topological isomorphism <j>/ of

Ux(Ef) onto NG} /Gf , the group Ux(Ef) being considered as a compact group

with respect to the natural topology of the local field Es. Combining <pf with

the canonical isomorphism of NG/ /Gf onto N/N/, we also have a topological

isomorphism <pf of Ux(Ef) onto N/Nf. Furthermore, Ux(Ef) and N/Nt both

have the group T as an operator domain in obvious ways, and it follows

from a property of the norm residue mapping that <bf defined above is a

T-isomorphism of Ux(Ef) onto N/Nf.

Now, let/' be a divisor of/. Er is then a subfield of Ef and Nt is a subgroup

of Nf. We denote by vf>,f the norm mapping of the field Ef to the subfield Er

and by \pfj the canonical homomorphism of N/Nf onto N/Nf. Vfj then
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maps Ui(E/) onto Ui(Ef) and it again follows from one of the properties of

the norm residue mapping that

(3.4) <pf o vf>,f = ^/>,/ o <t>f.

On the other hand, the intersection of all A7/,/^ 1, is clearly the identity and,

hence, N is the inverse limit of the groups Nf,f^l, with the homomorphisms

iprj. Therefore, we also see from (3.4) that the T-group N is isomorphic with

the inverse limit U of the T-groups Ui(E/) with the homomorphisms *■/<./.

Now, let p' be the highest power of p dividing the order of any root of

unity contained in V. From the definition of the ramification field V, it fol-

lows easily that there is such a finite power p' oi p and that k^ 1. We denote

by w a primitive p'th root of unity in F and put, as in Theorem 1,

(3.5) vf = W,        wT = w1,

with a rational integer g prime to p and a root of unity f in Op. The existence

of such f follows from the fact that the order of the automorphism induced

by r on k(w) is prime to p. Though f is uniquely determined by the above

equality, the integer g is only determined mod p* by (3.5). But, we shall fix

such an integer g once for all in the following considerations.

We now take a positive integer/i such that £/, contains w and that the

degree \Efl:k(w)] is divisible by p, and also by 4 if p = 2. For any positive

integer/ divisible by/i, the extension Ef/k then satisfies all the assumptions

of Theorem 1, the Galois group of Es/k being generated by the restrictions

on E/ of the automorphisms <r and r in Y = G( V/k) defined by (3.3). Therefore,

by that theorem, the group Ui(Ef) contains a system of m + 1 elements

a0, Oi, • • • , am, having the properties (1), (2), (3) of Theorem 1 with respect

to <r, 7, g and f given by (3.3) and (3.5) respectively. Hence, if we denote by

© the set of all such systems of m + 1 elements 6 = (a0, Ci, • • • , am) having

the properties mentioned above, © is nonempty; and it is also compact when

considered as a subset of the direct product of m + 1 copies of the compact

group Ui(E/) with its natural topology. We now choose a sequence of positive

integers/2,/3, • • • , such that/,- divides/,-+i, i = l, 2, ■ • • , and such that every

integer / is a divisor of some /<. Then U is also the inverse limit of the se-

quence of T-groups Ui(Ef{), i = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , with the homomorphisms v'Sii

=vfi< ti (j = i)- F°r each iTz 1, let ©,- denote the ©-set of Efi as defined above.

If, then, j = i and 6 = (a0, au ■ ■ ■ , amo) is in ©,-, v'JAd = (ao', ai, • • • , o£.) with

a't =v'jAat (t = 0, 1, • • • , m) belongs to @;-; and those v'Jit0 form a closed subset

V)ti®i of ©y. Since v[f} o v'JA=v[ti for any 1 gjgi, v[,fii is contained in v'hj®j for

j&i, and the intersection of all v'hi@i, for t = l, 2, • • • , is nonempty by the

compactness of ©i. Take an element 0i in the intersection and let ©/ denote,

for i = 2, 3, • ■ • , the set of all 6 in ©,- such that v[/} = B\. Again ©/ is compact

and v'Jti®i is a subset of ©/ iorjgi. Therefore, the intersection of all Pg,<@/,

i^2, is nonempty and we can take an element 92 in the intersection. Proceed-
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ing similarly, we get a sequence of elements 9X, dt, ■ ■ ■ , such that 0,- is in ©,

and that v'ltfii = Bj for j^i. Put

9i = (o,0, Oil, • • • , aim), Oi,( d Ux(Efi).

We have then

(3.6) Vj,idit = o,(, / = 0, 1, • • ■ tn; j ^ i.

Now, if we use those elements ai0, aix, ■ ■ ■ , aim of Ux(Eft), the action

of a and r on Ux(Efi) is given explicitly by Theorem 1. Furthermore, the

systems of those elements 0<, » = 1, 2, • • • , are coherent in the sense that they

satisfy (3.6) for any j^i. Therefore, taking the limits of a,(, we can see

immediately how a and t act on the inverse limit U of Ux(Eft); and thus the

structure of the T-group N = G(V'/V) can also be determined explicitly.

3.4. The result obtained above can be stated more clearly if it is formu-

lated, as we shall do it in the following, in terms of the character group N of

the compact abelian group N. In general, let A be a locally compact abelian

group, A the character group of A and let

(a, x), adA,xGA,

be a dual pairing of A and A. For any x in A and for any element p in a group

2 acting on A, there exists a unique character x" such that

(ap, x") = (a, x)

for all a in A. 2 thus becomes also an operator domain of A and the structure

of the 2-group A is, conversely, uniquely determined by that of the T-group

A. In our case, we have therefore only to describe the structure of the T-group

N explicitly.

Now, let Qp denote the additive group of the p-adic number field as well

as the field itself and let Op also be the additive group of p-adic integers.

With respect to the p-adic topology, Op is an open compact subgroup of Qp

so that QP = QP/0P is discrete. On the other hand, Qp is an Op-module in an

obvious way and, as Op is an invariant submodule of QP, Qp is also an Op-

module. We now denote by C(r) the set of all continuous functions defined

on the compact group T with values in Qp, and for any p in V and h = h(u) in

C(.r), we define a function ph in C(r) by

(Ph)(u) = Kp-V), w d r.

It is clear that T thus becomes an operator domain of 0(r). For any integer

i ^ 1, the set of all functions h in C(r) such that ph = h for any p in the Galois

group of V/Efi forms a submodule of C(r). We denote that submodule by

C(Ti), for it can be canonically identified with the set of all (continuous)

functions with values in Qp defined on the Galois group Tt of EsJk. It then

follows immediately from the discreteness of Qp that C(r) is the union of all
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such C(r,), i = l, 2, ■ • ■ . Let h = h(u) be again a function in C(Y) and let h

be in C(I\) for some i. We put

«<(*) = - £ rfh(ri),
e   ;_0

where e = qu— 1 and f is the root of unity in 0P given by (3.5). If h is also con-

tained in C(Y/) and mj(h) is defined in a similar way, it is easy to see that

mt(h)=mj(h). We therefore denote those common values by m(h). m(h) is

obviously an Op-linear function on C(r) with values in Qp.

We now denote by X the direct sum of the group Qp and m copies of the

module C(Y):

X = QP + C(Y) + ■■■ + C(Y).

For each t^l, we also denote by Xt the submodule of X consisting of all

x = (y, h, • • • , hm) (yCQP, htCC(Y), t = l, ■ • ■ , m) such that ht are in
C(Yi) for t = 1, ■ • • , m and such that

(3.7) (gf -l)y + P'-zZzZ g'i-'Mo-f-^T^f) = 0,
e ,-=o ,_o

where/=/i, e = q!— 1. X is then the union of those submodules Xi (i^l),

and it is easy to see that there is a unique way of making X a T-module so

that px =x if x is in Xt and p is an element of the Galois group of F/£/4 and

that

ii o\ ax = ®u <rhu "" ' <rhm/'       J1 = f^y ~ P'm(ffhi))>

tx = (y2, tAi, • • • , rhm),        y2 = fly,

for any x = (y, hi, ■ ■ ■ , hm) in X. We shall next show that the T-module X

thus defined is T-isomorphic with the group N, the character group of N.

Let x be an additive character of Qp with the kernel Op, i.e. a homomor-

phism of Qp into the additive group of reals mod 1 such that the kernel of

X is 0P. The bilinear function (u, y) on QPXQP defined by

(u, y) = x(«y),        u, yC Q„,

then gives a dual pairing of the locally compact abelian group Qp with itself;

and since the annihilator of 0P in Qp with respect to this pairing is 0P itself,

it induces a pairing (u, y) of Op and QP = QP/Op (uCOp, yCQp)- For any v in

0P, we have then

(vu, y) = (u, vy).

We now fix an integer i ^ 1 and consider the group Ui = Ui(E/t). For sim-

plicity, we denote /,-, ai0, an, • • • , aim by /, a0, au ■ ■ ■ , am, respectively.

Every element a in U\ can then be written in the form
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(3.9) o = o0Oi   • • • am ,

where u is an element of 0P and at are elements in the group ring of the Galois

group T,- of Efjk over 0P. We put

at = Y ut,p>p'. ut,p. d 0P, p' d T{.
p'

For any x = (y, h, • • • , hm) in Xit we then define a symbol [a, x]{ by

[a, x]i = (u, y) + Y (««.(.'■ A«(p)).
«p'.'

where p denotes any element of T contained in the coset p' of the factor group

Ti of r. Though the expression (3.9) is not unique for the given element a, the

value of [a, x]i is uniquely defined according to Theorem 1, (2), and (3.7).

As can be verified easily, [a, x]i then gives a dual pairing of the groups

Ux(Ef{) and -X",-; and it also follows from Theorem 1, (3), and (3.8) that

(3.10) [ap,Px]i = [a, x](

for any p in T. Let j be another integer such that 1 ̂ /=i and let [a, x]y be

the dual pairing of Ux(Efi) and Xj defined in a similar way as above. X, is

then contained in Xi, and it follows again easily from the definition that

[a, x]i= [v'j.ia, x\i

for any a in Ux(Ef^) and for any x in Xj. Since the group U is the inverse

limit of Ui(Efx) with homomorphisms v'}A and since X is the union of all Xi,

it then follows immediately that [a, x]t (i^l) together define a dual pairing

[a, x] oi the compact abelian group U and the discrete abelian group X such

that

[a', px] = [a, x],

for any p in T. We have thus proved that the group X is T-isomorphic with

the character group of U, and, hence, also with the character group N of N.

We have therefore the following theorem:

Theorem 3. Let k, V, 0 be as in Theorem 2. Let T be the Galois group of V/k

and N the Galois group of the maximal abelian extension V/ V of V in 0. Let,

furthermore, C(T) denote the module of all continuous functions defined on T

with values in Qp = QP/0P and X the direct sum of Qp and m copies of the module

C(T), where m= [k:Qp]. If we then make X a T-group so that (3.8) holds, the

character group N of N is T-isomorphic with the so defined Y-module X.
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